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Abstract. We report on the results of a search for Lyα emission from the host galaxy of the z = 2.140 GRB 011211 and other
galaxies in its surrounding field. We detect Lyα emission from the host as well as from six other galaxies in the field. The
restframe equivalent width of the Lyα line from the GRB 011211 host is about 21 Å. This is the fifth detection of Lyα emission
out of five possible detections from GRB host galaxies, strongly indicating that GRB hosts, at least at high redshifts, are
Lyα emitters. This is intriguing as only 25% of the Lyman-Break selected galaxies at similar redshifts have Lyα emission
lines with restframe equivalent width larger than 20 Å. Possible explanations are i) a preference for GRB progenitors to be
metal-poor as expected in the collapsar model, ii) an optical afterglow selection bias against dusty hosts, and iii) a higher
fraction of Lyα emitters at the faint end of the luminosity function for high-z galaxies. Of these, the current evidence seems to
favour i).
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1. Introduction
Since 1997, the precise positional information of Gamma-Ray
Burst (GRB) afterglows has provided a new method by which
to locate and study galaxies in the early universe – the host
galaxies. Once an afterglow position has been determined de-
tecting the host is only a matter of integrating on this position
until the host emerges from the noise. The impact parameters
of afterglows relative to their hosts are small enough, typically
a fraction of an arcsec on the sky, that chance alignment is
not a serious limitation (Bloom et al. 2002). So far this ap-
proach has led to the detection of a host galaxy for almost all
of nearly 50 well localised GRBs.
Send offprint requests to: J. P. U. Fynbo,
e-mail: jfynbo@phys.au.dk
? Based on observations collected at the European Southern
Observatory, in La Silla (Chile) under ESO programme ID 70.B-0233.
?? Based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope, obtained from the data archive at the Space Telescope
Institute. STScI is operated by the association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, Inc. under the NASA contract NAS 5-26555.
An important aspect of GRB selection compared to other
selection mechanisms is that it is not flux limited. This is
obviously the case for most other selection methods; Lyman-
Break selection (Shapley et al. 2003 and references therein)
is continuum flux limited and Lyα selection (e.g. Møller &
Warren 1993; Cowie & Hu 1998; Rhoads et al. 2000; Fynbo
et al. 2001; Ouchi et al. 2003; Fynbo et al. 2003) is line flux
limited. Therefore, GRB selection allows us to probe the faint
end of the luminosity function currently inaccessible to other
techniques. GRB selection is subject to other selection mech-
anisms, but these are not yet known in detail (e.g. a relation
to the occurrence of star formation). The precise nature of
the GRB selection mechanism provides hints about the nature
of the GRB progenitors (e.g. Woosley 1993; Paczyn´ski 1998;
Hogg & Fruchter 1999).
Lyα imaging of GRB hosts is interesting as Lyα emitting
galaxies (in the following we will use the acronym LEGOs –
Lyα Emitting Galaxy-building Objects, Møller & Fynbo 2001)
are starburst galaxies with little or no dust. Lyα imaging is
therefore a probe of the star formation rate and of the dust
content of GRB host galaxies. Both of these parameters are
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important for our understanding of GRB progenitors and of
how the environment aects the propagation of afterglow emis-
sion out of host galaxies. Furthermore, Lyα narrow band imag-
ing is an ecient way to probe if the host galaxy resides in
an overdense environment such as a group or a proto-cluster.
The first Lyα narrow band imaging of GRB host galaxies
was presented in Fynbo et al. (2002) where we studied the
fields of GRB 000301C and GRB 000926, both at redshift
z = 2.04. That study resulted in the detection of Lyα emis-
sion from the host of GRB 000926 and 18 additional emitters
in the two fields. The host galaxy of GRB 000301C was too
faint, R  28 (Bloom et al. 2002), to allow a detection even
if it has a large Lyα equivalent width (EW). In this Letter we
report on the results of a search for Lyα emission from the
host galaxy of the z = 2.140 GRB 011211 and other galax-
ies in its surrounding field. The properties of the X-ray rich
GRB 011211 and its afterglow are discussed in Holland et al.
(2002) and Jakobsson et al. (2003a). The redshift was measured
via absorption lines in the spectrum of the optical afterglow
to be z = 2.140 (Fruchter et al. 2001; Holland et al. 2002).
The host galaxy was detected with deep late time imaging to
be a faint R  25 galaxy (Burud et al. 2001; Fox et al. 2002;
Jakobsson et al. 2003b).
2. Observations and data reduction
The observations were carried out during three nights in
February 2003 at the 3.5-m New Technology Telescope on
La Silla using the Superb Seeing Imager – 2 (SUSI2).
The SUSI2 detector consists of two 2048  4096 thinned, anti-
reflection coated EEV CCDs with a pixel scale of 0.00085. The
field of GRB 011211 was imaged in three filters: the stan-
dard B and R filters and a special narrow-band filter manufac-
tured by Omega Optical. The narrow-band filter (OO3823/59)
is tuned to Lyα at z = 2.140 and has a width of 59 Å (cor-
responding to a redshift width of z = 0.049 for Lyα or a
Hubble flow depth of 4700 km s−1). The total integration times
were 15 hours (OO3823/59), 3.1 hours (B-band), and 1.9 hours
(R-band). The individual exposures were bias-subtracted, flat-
field corrected and combined using standard techniques. The
full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of point sources in the
combined images are 1.0010 (R-band), 1.0011 (B-band) and 1.0022
(OO3823/59).
The narrow-band observations were calibrated using ob-
servations of the spectrophotometric standard stars LTT3218,
LTT7379, and GD108 (Stone 1996). The broad-band images
were calibrated using the secondary standards from Jakobsson
et al. (2003b) and brought onto the AB-system using the trans-
formations given in Fukugita et al. (1995).
3. Results
We used the same methods for photometry and selection
of LEGO candidates as those described in Fynbo et al. (2002).
Fig. 1. A 3  3 arcsec2 section of the STIS/CL image around the host
galaxy of GRB 011211 (Jakobsson et al. 2003b). North is up and East
is to the left. The GRB went o in the faint, southern part of the object
(position marked with a cross). The contours show the Lyα emission
based on our narrow band observations. The Lyα emission weighted
centroid of the galaxy is close to the northern knot seen in the STIS
image.
3.1. The host galaxy
The host galaxy of GRB 011211 is detected in all bands
and is a Lyα emitter with a restframe EW of 21+11−8 Å. Deep
HST/STIS images of the host have been reported by Fox
et al. (2002) and Jakobsson et al. (2003b). These images show
that the host is a multi-component object extending over al-
most 1 arcsec or roughly 9 kpc at z = 2.14 (assuming H0 =
65 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3 and Ω = 0.7). In Fig. 1 we plot
the contours of the Lyα emission on top of the HST/STIS im-
age taken 59 days after the burst. The Lyα emission weighted
centroid of the galaxy is close to the northern knot of the host,
whereas the GRB occurred in the southern end of the host (Fox
et al. 2002; Jakobsson et al. 2003b).
3.2. Other LEGO candidates in the field
In Fig. 2 we show the n(AB)−B(AB) versus n(AB)−R(AB)
colour–colour diagram for synthetic galaxy spectra (left panel,
see caption for details on the models) and for the detected ob-
jects in the field (middle and right panels). The full-drawn line
indicates where objects with the same broad-band colour and
with either absorption or emission in the narrow filter will fall.
LEGOs will fall in the lower left corner of the diagram (due
to excess emission in the narrow-filter). In the middle panel
we show the colour-colour diagram for all objects detected
in the field. We select as LEGO candidates objects detected
at more than 5σ significance in the narrow band image and
with a colour of n(AB)−B(AB) < −0.60. This criterion cor-
responds to an observed EW of about 60 Å, or 20 Å rest for
Lyα at z = 2.140. The colours of the candidates are shown
in the right panel of Fig. 2. We find seven candidates in the
field including the host galaxy. In the following we will refer
to these as S1211 1 through S1211 7. The host galaxy does
not stand out as special compared to the other candidates.
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Fig. 2. Left panel: calculated colour–colour diagram based on Bruzual & Charlot (1993) model galaxy spectra. The filled squares are 0 < z <
0.6 galaxies with ages from a few to 15 Gyr and the open triangles are 0.3 < z < 3.0 galaxies with ages from a few Myr to 1 Gyr. The dotted
box contains all these calculated galaxy colours. The full-drawn line corresponds to objects having the same broad-band colours, but various
amounts of absorption (upper part) or emission (lower part) in the narrow-band filter. Middle panel: colour–colour diagram for all objects in
the GRB field. The squares with error-bars indicate objects detected at S/N > 5 in the narrow-band image. As expected, most objects have
colours consistent with being in the dotted box. However, a number of objects, including the GRB 011211 host, are seen in the lower left part
of the diagram. Right panel: the colours of the seven LEGO candidates which are selected to have n(AB)−B(AB) < −0.60.
Fig. 3. 10  10 arcsec2 sections around each of the seven LEGO candidates from the narrow band (top row), B-band (middle row) and R-band
(bottom row). North is up and East is to the left. The host galaxy is number six named S1211 6.
It ranks sixth in brightness. Images of the candidates are shown
in Fig. 3 and their photometric properties based on the total
magnitudes (mag auto) from SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996) are given in Table 1. We also derive Star Formation
Rates (SFRs) for the LEGO candidates from the Lyα luminosi-
ties as described in Fynbo et al. (2002). The seven candidates
are distributed uniformly over the field with no obvious struc-
ture such as the z = 3.04 filament reported by Møller & Fynbo
(2001), but this does not exclude underlying structure. The fil-
ter used in the present study is about three times wider than in
the Møller & Fynbo study and therefore any underlying struc-
ture would easily be washed out in the 2d image.
4. Discussion
The host galaxy of GRB 011211 has been found to be a
Lyα emitter with a restframe EW of 21+11−8 Å. This is some-
what smaller than for GRB 000926 (71+20−15 Å) and suggests
the presence of more dust. Although uncertain, the UV con-
tinuum of GRB 011211 host is also redder than that of the
GRB 000926 host. The observed B(AB)−R(AB) colour cor-
responds to β  −1.2  0.5, whereas Fynbo et al. (2002)
found β = −2.4  0.3 and β = −1.4  0.2 for the two main
components of the GRB 000926 host galaxy. Lyα emission
Table 1. Photometric properties of the seven LEGO candidates, in-
cluding the host galaxy, in the field of GRB 011211. Upper limits
are 2σ. S1211 6 is the host galaxy of GRB 011211.
Object B(AB) R(AB) f (Lyα) SFRLyα
10−17
erg s−1 cm−2 M yr−1
S1211 1 25.54+0.22−0.18 25.55+0.55−0.36 3.1  0.7 0.8  0.2
S1211 2 >26.5 >26.0 5.1  0.6 1.4  0.2
S1211 3 25.14+0.14−0.13 24.71+0.21−0.18 5.8  0.8 1.5  0.2
S1211 4 24.89+0.10−0.09 25.00+0.26−0.21 10.6  0.7 2.8  0.2
S1211 5 >26.5 >26.0 5.7  0.8 1.5  0.2
S1211 6 25.31+0.19−0.16 24.90+0.30−0.23 2.8  0.8 0.8  0.2
S1211 7 25.71+0.19−0.16 25.28+0.23−0.19 1.7  0.6 0.5  0.2
has also been detected from the host galaxies of GRB 971214
at z = 3.42 (Kulkarni et al. 1998; Ahn 2000), GRB 021004
at z = 2.33 (e.g. Møller et al. 2002 and references therein),
and GRB 030323 at z = 3.37 (Vreeswijk et al., in prepara-
tion). For GRB 021004 and GRB 030323 the Lyα emission
line is detected superimposed on the afterglow spectrum. All
current evidence is consistent with the conjecture that the host
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galaxies of GRBs, at least at high redshifts, are Lyα emitters.
In contrast, only 25% and 33% of the Lyman-Break selected
galaxies at similar redshifts are Lyα emitters with a restframe
EW larger than 20 Å and 10 Å respectively (Shapley et al.
2003). The median restframe EW of the Lyα line for Lyman-
Break galaxies (LBGs) is 0 Å (about half of the LBGs have
Lyα in absorption). The restframe EW of the Lyα emission
line from the GRB 021004 host is constrained to be higher
than 50 Å (Møller et al. 2002). The restframe EW for the
host galaxy of GRB 971214 is measured spectroscopically to
be 14 Å (Ahn, private communication), whereas it is unknown
for GRB 030323 as its host is still undetected. If we conser-
vatively assume that the restframe EW is above 10 Å for three
hosts (971214, 011211, 030323) and above 20 Å for two hosts
(000926, 021004) then GRB host galaxies are inconsistent with
being drawn randomly from the same Lyα EW distribution as
the LBGs at the 1 − 0.333  0.252  99.8% level.
This remarkable fact can be explained by a prefer-
ence for GRB progenitors to be metal-poor. Lyα emission
with EW larger than 20 Å is locally only found in starform-
ing galaxies with [O/H] < −0.5 (Charlot & Fall 1993, their
Fig. 8; Kunth et al. 1998; Kudritzki et al. 2000). Furthermore,
Shapley et al. (2003) find that the collisionally excited UV neb-
ular emission lines of C ] and [O ] are stronger than aver-
age for the quartile of the their sample with Lyα EW > 20 Å.
By analogy with local starbursts this also implies low metal-
licity (Heckman et al. 1998). In the collapsar model (Woosley
1993) a strong stellar wind, which is the consequence of a high
metallicity, makes it dicult to produce a GRB due to mass
loss and loss of angular momentum (MacFadyen & Woosley
1999). Therefore, a preference for GRB hosts to be metal poor
is a clear prediction of the collapsar model. Alternatively, the
explanation could be an optical afterglow selection bias against
dusty hosts. For 60–70% of the searches for optical afterglows
since 1997 no detection was made – the dark burst problem
(Fynbo et al. 2001; Berger et al. 2002). Thus, the bursts for
which a bright optical afterglow is detected, including all the
bursts with detected Lyα emission from their hosts, are biased
against very dusty host galaxies (Fynbo et al. 2001; Lazzati
et al. 2002; Ramirez-Ruiz et al. 2002). This is important as
even small amounts of dust will preferentially destroy Lyα pho-
tons due to resonant scattering (e.g. Ferland & Netzer 1979).
However, it remains to be shown that the majority of dark
bursts indeed are dust obscured. In fact, several bursts have
been found to be optically dim without significant extinction
(Hjorth et al. 2002; Berger et al. 2002; Fox et al. 2003; Hjorth
et al. 2003). The dark bursts are also generally fainter in X-rays
(De Pasquale et al. 2003) again implying that they are intrinsi-
cally dim or very distant. Finally, the fraction of Lyα emitters
could be larger at the faint end of the high-z luminosity func-
tion, where most GRB hosts are found, than the fraction found
for the bright LBGs. Shapley et al. (2003) find that among
the LBGs with Lyα EW > 20 Å the EWs are largest for the
faintest galaxies, but argue that a constant fraction of Lyα emit-
ters down to R = 25.5 is consistent with the data when selection
eects are taken into account. Furthermore, a higher fraction of
Lyα emitters at the faint end of the luminosity function would
also imply a lower metallicity and this is therefore not in
conflict with a low metallicity preference for GRB hosts. In
conclusion, a lower metallicity of GRB hosts compared to
LBGs in general seems to be well established.
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